
Practical English: Learning and Teaching  EPP, IIT Kanpur 

Assignment 08 

 
Please watch Lesson 8 and Tutorial 8 before attempting this assignment. 

 

 

Part A 

 
1.  Write the meanings of the following words. 

a. flee, creed, creek, reed, queer, seethe 

b. debar, deluge, detest, recede, relent, resort, revoke 

c.  feline, deter, tenet, zenith 

2.  Use ‘the’ in two sentences such that its pronunciation in both of them is 

different. 

3.  Differentiate between ‘loose’ and ‘lose’ by using them in sentences. 

4.  Differentiate between ‘women’ and ‘woman’. 

5.  Write eight “Wh” words. Use them in sentences. Write the answers to 

these questions also. 
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Part B 

 
I. Make a sentence each (total 14) of the required type, as indicated, with the 

words given below. 
 

 Positive Negative 
Interrogative 
(yes/no type) 

Query 
(with wh-word) 

Past 1. chuckle 2. feeble 3. geese 4. bloom 

Present 5. menace 6. shepherd 7. hurry 8. glory 

Future 9. pebble 10. crave 11. tribe 12. forge 
 

Positive Request/Order: 13. defer 

Negative Request/Order (prohibition): 14. revoke 

 

II. Frame questions for which the sentences given below will be answers 

(corresponding to phrases in bold). 
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Example: 

I am going to the hostel. 

Where am I going? 

 

1. The meeting was convened by the chairman. 

2. She likes shopping in her leisure time. 

3. We bought all the provisions from Big Bazaar. 

4. I left my notebook at my desk. 

5. He likes driving racing cars. 

6. Boys were playing football.  
 

 

III. Make negative, interrogative and query sentences of the simple present 

sentence given below.  
 

The citizens oppose the newly proposed scheme of the government. 
 

Now, like the quadruplet set of sentences that is made, make two more sets of 

quadruplets of sentences: one in past tense and the other in future tense. 


